Technicians To Play Field Day

The traditional Field Day competition, between the freshmen and Sophomores will be culminated by the Field Day Dance in Morris Hall on Saturday, October 15th. Registration and check-in for the "Technicians," a student band, will begin at 9:00 a.m. in Morris Hall. Tickets will go on sale later that day.

In the past, freshmen and Sophomores have been divided into separate camps in the gym, but this year, they will compete against each other in the competition for the title of best camp. The competition will be judged based on the creativity and enthusiasm of the participants, and the winning camp will be announced at the end of the day.

The day will begin with a cookout at 11:00 a.m., followed by games and activities throughout the afternoon. The dance will begin at 7:00 p.m., with music provided by the student band. Attendees are encouraged to wear costumes to show their school spirit.

Tickets for the event are $5 for students and $10 for non-students. They can be purchased at the door or in advance at the Student Activity Center. For more information, please contact the Student Activities Office at (555) 123-4567.

---

All Classes Cancelled

Radical changes were made in the institute calendar at a Faculty meeting last Wednesday. Most of these changes were made in order to bring prime importance to the present year. This year is the first time that the institute has been lengthened to a full week and it will run for the entire fall term, from Monday, October 14, through Sunday, October 20. The administrative offices will remain open on Saturdays, but regular classes will not be held.

The changes that were made include the elimination of the sixth week of the fall term. Starting next year, the institute will open a week earlier, and the Christmas vacation will be much longer. In 1950, the vacation will be extended to five weeks, from Monday, March 2, through Sunday, April 3. This will allow students more time to travel and explore the country.

The new calendar will also include a week-long Spring Vacation, starting on Saturday, April 9, and ending on Saturday, April 16. This will give students an opportunity to take a break from their studies and enjoy the spring weather.

---

Planes Are Made

For Tecaspinnip Games and Dance

For this second annual Tecaspinnip weekend, which will start this Saturday, plans are being made for the sports spectacles, as they are now well under way. The entire weekend will be held at Hackley Hall, a scenic and picturesque location in upstate New York. The weekend will feature a variety of activities, including a basketball game on Friday, a hockey game on Saturday, and a football game on Sunday.

The basketball game will be held on Friday, at 7:00 p.m., and will feature a match between the Tecaspinnip and Hackley Hall teams. The hockey game will be held on Saturday, at 2:00 p.m., and will feature a match between the Tecaspinnip and Hackley Hall teams. The football game will be held on Sunday, at 1:00 p.m., and will feature a match between the Tecaspinnip and Hackley Hall teams.

In addition to the sports events, there will be a series of dances held throughout the weekend. The first dance will be held on Friday, at 9:00 p.m., and will feature a live band and a DJ. The second dance will be held on Saturday, at 8:00 p.m., and will feature a live band and a DJ. The third dance will be held on Sunday, at 9:00 p.m., and will feature a live band and a DJ.

The weekend will conclude with a BBQ on Monday, at 1:00 p.m., and will feature a live band, a DJ, and a variety of food and drinks.

---

VACATIONS

Spring Term Begins

Friday, Feb. 9

Holiday (Washington's Birthday)

Sunday, Feb. 11

Spring Break

Tuesday, Feb. 13

Sunday, Feb. 18

Examination Period

May 17, through May 21

Holiday (Memorial Day)

Saturday, May 22

Commencement Day

Sunday, June 26

Cath. Club Holds

Clothing Collection

For Trieste D.P.'s

The Catholic Club is working on a clothing drive for students who are in need. The club is looking for gently used clothing, including coats, sweaters, and other warm weather items. The clothing will be collected in the Student Center, and will be donated to the charity of your choice.

---

The Inside Story Of The Corporation

"Who Really Runs the Institute?"

by John R. Sevier

Not many people know that from time to time the Corporation has elected its President. The Corporation is the governing body of the Institute, and its members are responsible for making important decisions about the direction of the school.

The Corporation is composed of thirty-five members, who are elected by the students at the end of their Sophomore year. The members of the Corporation are responsible for making decisions about the direction of the school, as well as for overseeing the implementation of policies and procedures.

The Corporation meets on a regular basis, and its members are expected to attend each meeting. The Corporation is composed of five officers, who are elected by the students to serve as officers of the Corporation. The officers of the Corporation are responsible for overseeing the implementation of policies and procedures, as well as for ensuring that the Corporation is functioning properly.

Among the most important decisions made by the Corporation are the approval of the budget, the selection of the President, and the approval of the academic curriculum. The Corporation is also responsible for overseeing the implementation of policies and procedures, as well as for ensuring that the Institute is functioning properly.
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Liberal Education Again

The Tech has been running in the past few issues several of the many letters received concerning the Institute in liberalizing the program of the students. The original editorial brought out our contention that the technical side of our education has been overemphasized in the Institute to the detriment of the equally important side of school exemplified in liberal courses as well as in activities.

Two divisions have divided themselves into two main classes: those that desired to be left alone to get their education as they wished and those that supported the idea of planning the education to make a balance between vocational interests. Points of view, needless to say, deserve serious consideration.

The problem is one that increasingly occupies the time of men devoted to educational needs. It is one of personal, and the old phrase about leading the horse to water and not making him drink applies here. With the burnout program nothing can be done to convince a man that he needs the subjects that he does not himself consider valuable. If anything can be done it is only to point out the barriers in the way and how the student to do his best within the framework established.

This plan does not exclude the leading of the student into potential vocations that are not his. In fact, the student is not developed enough to make the sound decision on which a good deal of his future life depends. That reasoned should lead to a cooperative program designed for the first year to instruct the individual, and later tapering off as it gives him the future.

We note with satisfactions that it.

Ed Stringham and Joe Fleming
carrying the prospects men-

speech to make a balance between vocational interests.
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interest is music and in general in programs of subjects not directly relating to the technical studies of the Institute and indicate that the average student desires more of the same. The fact that the program is to be held in Hunting-
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All those of you who have ridden in the local subway system of late will appreciate this. I'm sure.
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The Institute has announced, through the Institute Committees, that we will again have "Open House" this year. Runners have reached our ears that one of the purposes of this year's spree will be to raise 90 million dollars for
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Late Bus Service Will Accommodate Wellesley Daters
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THE TECH
Grinder Worked Bangor-New York Circuit In Past

By Marvin C. Grosman

Walking out of Walker last Fri-
day, I stepped into the street. I
was greeted by the sound of
music, and stepping to the foot
of the few steps, I saw a quaint
old gentleman, who, as far as I
looked, was cranky away at a hurdy-
gurdy, while smiling at the Techno-
logical students and secretaries pas-
ing. I approached the gentle-
man and asked his name. Still
smiling, he replied, "I am mal-
ing at the crank again. We thanked
him and he replied that "he would
be able to operate anything, at
least one more time before Christmas."

Billed Sponsors Trip to National Shrine

In returning from the National Shrine in praying, I was returning to the
rhythm and the stillness of the
world, where the world is a
little more tender and gentle
than it is when it is disturbed.

The rhythm of the world is
still and gentle, and the world is
still and gentle with the rhythm of
the world. The world is a
little more tender and gentle
than it is when it is disturbed.

To National Shrine

In returning from the National Shrine in praying, I was returning to the
rhythm and the stillness of the
world, where the world is a
little more tender and gentle
than it is when it is disturbed.

The rhythm of the world is
still and gentle, and the world is
still and gentle with the rhythm of
the world. The world is a
little more tender and gentle
than it is when it is disturbed.
Flying Club Expands; New Cesna To Be Bought

The Tech Flying Club, which is now buying its third Cesna airplane, has room for a few more members, according to Tom Cuthbert, 99, President. "The disappoint- ment of the many people who were unable to join because our quota was filled," he said, "annointed us that a third airplane was necessary. We hope now to have room for everyone who wants to fly at lowest possible cost."

Seventy students, secretaries, and staff members are now active members of the flying club, and several more are provisional members who are waiting for the purchase of another airplane. The comfortable two-place metal airplanes are based at Bedford Airport, a large and well-equipped field about 15 miles from Cambridge which is used by the state as an alternate Boston terminal. The club also has an office in Room 206-02 which is open daily from 11:00-12:00 and 3:00-5:00. 

Committee Division, Felt & Turn- er, Inc., Boston, Mass. (S.O.1)
Lubken Steel Company, Coatesville, Pa. (P. III)
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, Washington, D.C. (P. III)
Ammonia Copper Mining Company, Great Falls, Mont. (P. XII, XIX)
Casa Products Corporation, Bridgeport, Conn. (S. X, IV, XV)

Commuter airline service is set to transport students up and down the river. If you get to Wellesley on Friday morning, you’ll have to take a taxi. However, this year the committee will economize by allowing you to get to Wellesley by bus. 

Junior Prom (Continued from Page 11)

WMIT Program

As a preview of the type of music which will be playing the station from November 19, WMIT will feature a special program of John- lenge music on Monday night at 10 p.m.

James W. Baker, ’50, revealed that many juniors would be pleasantly surprised when they find out what is being planned on Monday, who, according to reports, is to be named soon. The committee will be in charge of the junior at the junior prom, but they have no idea how many plans are being made for the weekend.

The committee has already decided that hotel reservations for the weekend are scarce. They have obtained the last available room in the lobby of Building 10 every day from 11 to 5 until the supply runs out.

On Any Campus... A GANT FOR LOOKS AND PERFORMANCE

The M.G. MIDGET

Behind the wheel of an M.G. Midget you'll be the most admired man on campus, for he is smart, smooth and stylish. These cars offer performance to the extreme. They are not only low, wide and fast, but, more than anything else, they are fun. They are so light that you can drive up crowded ways without making any noise. They are so quick that you can make a 25-mile burst and then return to your starting point without running much over 60. They are so simple that you can make an emergency repair on your own. This is the car that you will want to own. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL THE M.G. MIDGET SALES DEPARTMENT AT 732-5723.

TWO NEW AUTO BOOKS AND CAME DOWN TOGETHER TO THE CAMPUS ROOM

Pete Rose and His Trio

Continuous Dancing Television Receptions

Sip a Martini for 40 cents

NO COVER

THE CAMPUS ROOM OF

The Showboat

254 HUNTINGTON AVE., Opp. Symphony Hall
CO 6-1919

Special Athlete Scholarships: If you can beat your elbow.

Scholarships Are Awarded To M.I.T. By Foundrymen

Ten $700 junior scholarships and five $800 senior scholarships have been awarded by the Institute by the Foundry Education Foundation as a part of the $20,000 program initiated by the station to attract college students to the foundry industry. Next year, there will be ten $700 junior and ten $800 senior scholarships.

To supplement this program, a special presentation of the American Foundrymen’s Society was formed last May. Members of the 1947-48 Chapter are Personal Members of the National Society and have full privileges as such. Chapter meetings include monthly dinner meetings (with a talk on some famous personality as guest speaker) and tours of various metal fon- dries. Nearly all of these include a subscription of the “American Foundryman,” the official monthly publication. The total membership is one of the sponsors of the New England Foundrymen’s Technical Session to be held at the Institute today and to- morrow.

Wellesley (Continued from Page 1)

During the Labor Day weekend, the bus makes four different stops at various dormitories. Occasional Friday Service

The service started last Saturday night, and will continue every Saturday night.

Because of the service the little lively record was an outstanding feature of the evening. One of the last songs, the ballad "The Lonesome Road," was of special interest. The song was sung by the Statler Bros., who are currently on the road making a record of "Battleships at Sea.

The Statler Bros. are the famous country and western quartet, the most popular in the world today. Their music is a blend of country, western and gospel with a touch of rhythm and blues. Their latest album, "Battleships at Sea," was released in September 1948 and has been a huge success. The Statler Bros. are known for their harmonies and their ability to reflect the emotions of their listeners in their music. Their songs often deal with themes of love, heartbreak, and the American way of life, making them a favorite among country and western music fans. The Statler Bros. have been performing together since the early 1940s and have released numerous albums and singles throughout their career. They continue to tour and record, bringing their music to audiences all over the world.
Basketball Team Begins Practice For '48 Season

8 Lettermen Return As Nucleus Of Team;
New Workouts

Practice for the coming basketball season began Monday in Walker Field House, Thursday with large turnouts of varsity hopefuls on hand. Two starting berths have been left vacant by the retirement of the returning quintet of Bob Kress, who fired 188 and 186 a year ago, and Gene Thompson. Since that time the eager bucket-heads, under the watchful eye of Coach Winslow B. Herring, have been getting into top physical condition.

More than 60 freshmen invaded the Monday afternoon session for the tailored freshman basketball practice. Since that time the eager bucket-heads, under the watchful eye of Coach Winslow B. Herring, have been getting into top physical condition.

Freshman Practice

In addition to varsity members, last year's freshmen aggregation should supply worthy candidates in Jim Inman, Lee Hong, John Acy, Inman, Bob Luan, and Dave Ivey. A year of experience behind the glass will put them into the regular varsity.

A heavy schedule is anticipated with the first game scheduled for December 1. The Buckers are looking forward to a good season in which they'll meet their opponents on even terms. Coach Winslow B. Herring will not be working with a green team.

Hamrs Will Face Mass. U. Tomorrow

Freshmen To Take Part In Triangular Meet

The Freshman team will face the Engineers of Massachusetts Institute of Technology tomorrow at 2:00 pm. over the Franklin Field. As has not been announced, but the A.A. will provide a substantial discount over the retail price.

Championships will be in the future to be awarded to the winners of intramural sports. The cup will consist of the particular sport, and the A.A. will provide a substantial discount over the retail price. The name of the winning team will be carved upon the cup, which will remain in the 'A.A.'s possession for a year.

Harrises In Triangular Meet

At First Meeting

The weekend schedule of events will be announced at the first meeting of the A.A., to be held on Wednesday evening in Walker Field House.

Changes in the intramural program revealed at the meeting included the addition of intramural basketball to the sports to be offered. Spring, with intramural tennis aimed at new Fall.

To offer an award that does not conflict with the regular numerals, the A.A. is initiating a new Field Day emblem, a shoulder patch in the form of a D and A, in purple, with the letters 'A' and 'A' depicted in a smaller size. The A.A. will provide a substantial discount over the retail price. The name of the winning team will be carved upon the cup, which will remain in the 'A.A.'s possession for a year.

Changes in the intramural program revealed at the meeting included the addition of intramural basketball to the sports to be offered. Spring, with intramural tennis aimed at new Fall.

To offer an award that does not conflict with the regular numerals, the A.A. is initiating a new Field Day emblem, a shoulder patch in the form of a D and A, in purple, with the letters 'A' and 'A' depicted in a smaller size. The A.A. will provide a substantial discount over the retail price. The name of the winning team will be carved upon the cup, which will remain in the 'A.A.'s possession for a year.

Changes in the intramural program revealed at the meeting included the addition of intramural basketball to the sports to be offered. Spring, with intramural tennis aimed at new Fall.

To offer an award that does not conflict with the regular numerals, the A.A. is initiating a new Field Day emblem, a shoulder patch in the form of a D and A, in purple, with the letters 'A' and 'A' depicted in a smaller size. The A.A. will provide a substantial discount over the retail price. The name of the winning team will be carved upon the cup, which will remain in the 'A.A.'s possession for a year.
Residents Of Eight States Must Return Home To Cast Vote

Harvard Crimson—Student residents of eight states cannot vote in the coming Presidential elections unless they go back home on November 2. Men from twenty other states cannot vote if they fail to register in their home state before the deadline.

The eight states that do not allow absentee voting are: Florida, Louisiana, Maryland, Missouri, New Jersey, New Mexico, Pennsylvania, and Wyoming.

Residents of the following twenty states must register in person before their local board to be permitted the absentee ballot: Alabama, Connecticut, Delaware, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana, Kansas, Kentucky, Maine, Michigan, Mississippi, New York, North Carolina, Ohio, Rhode Island, Utah, Vermont, Virginia, Washington, and Wyoming.

Corporation

(Continued from Page 3)

Chemical Company; Vanwear Bush, whom Dr. Compton succeeds as Chairman of the N.S.R.D.; J. Willard Rayden, head of the Charles Hayden Foundation, which is drafting the new library; Marshall B. Dalton, president of the Boston Mutual Fire Insurance Company, and chairman of the recently proposed $50,000,000 fund-raising drive; Robert E. Wilson, President of the Standard Oil Company of Indiana; and Donald F. Carpenter, Vice-President of the Remington Arms Company. Most of the above mentioned men are Technology graduates.

C. George Dandrow, the President of the Alumni Association, is Vice-President of the John-Manville Corporation, and Edward S. Farrow, one of the Alumni term members, is the Vice-President of the Hamilton Kodak Company. So it isn't hard to understand, Mr. Klaper's dilemma when your reporter asked him to name a few of the outstanding members.

Well, there you have it. To those of you who have read this, we hope you understand a little better how the Institute is run. It's really not very complicated and has been functioning properly for some time now. Maybe that's the reason.

Prof. Gilliland

(Continued from Page 3)

Gilliland

Northeastern Confers

Eng. D. For Research

Dr. Edwin R. Gilliland, Professor of Chemical Engineering, receives an honorary degree last Saturday, October 2, 1948, when Northeastern University awarded him an honorary Eng. D. at a conversation in observance of their fiftieth anniversary.

Professor Gilliland, who has been with the Chemical Engineering Department for the past 14 years, was the first recipient of the Leo Hendrick Basildon award in 1945 for achievement in pure or industrial chemistry by an American chemist under 40. Professor Gilliland was 36 at the time.

If you who have read this, we hope you understand a little better how the Institute is run. It's really not very complicated and has been functioning properly for some time now. Maybe that's the reason.